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The Last Century in the History of Judah
2019-11-08

an incomparable interdisciplinary study of the history of judah experts from a variety of disciplines examine the history of judah during
the seventh century bce the last century of the kingdom s existence this important era is well defined historically and archaeologically
beginning with the destruction layers left behind by sennacherib s assyrian campaign 701 bce and ending with levels of destruction
resulting from nebuchadnezzar s babylonian campaign 588 586 bce eleven essays develop the current ongoing discussion about judah
during this period and extend the debate to include further important insights in the fields of archaeology history cult and the
interpretation of old testament texts features a new chronological frame for the iron age iib iic close examinations of archaeology texts
and traditions related to the reigns of hezekiah manasseh and josiah an evaluation of the religious cultic and political landscape ul

A Companion to Late Ancient Jews and Judaism
2020-05-05

an innovative approach to the study of ten centuries of jewish culture and history a companion to late ancient jews and judaism
explores the jewish people their communities and various manifestations of their religious and cultural expressions from the third
century bce to the seventh century ce presenting a collection of 30 original essays written by noted scholars in the field this companion
provides an expansive examination of ancient jewish life identity gender sacred and domestic spaces literature language and
theological questions throughout late ancient jewish history and historiography editors gwynn kessler and naomi koltun fromm situate
the volume within late antiquity enabling readers to rethink traditional chronological geographic and political boundaries the companion
incorporates a broad methodology drawing from social history material history and culture and literary studies to consider the diverse
forms and facets of jews and judaism within multiple contexts of place culture and history divided into five parts thematically organized
essays discuss topics including the spaces where jews lived worked and worshiped jewish languages and literatures ethnicities and
identities and questions about gender and the body central to jewish culture and judaism offering original scholarship and fresh insights
on late ancient jewish history and culture this unique volume offers a one volume exploration of second temple greco roman and
rabbinic periods and sources explores jewish life across most of the geographic places where jews or judaeans were known to have lived
features original maps of areas cited in every essay including maps of jewish settlement throughout late antiquity includes an outline of
major historical events further readings and full references a companion to late ancient jews and judaism 3rd century bce 7th century
ce is a valuable resource for students instructors and scholars of jewish studies religion literature and ethnic identity as well as general
readers with interest in jewish history world religions classics and late antiquity



Good Kings and Bad Kings
2005-08-29

according to the bible among the last kings of the kingdom of judah was one of the most notorious kings manasseh and one of the most
righteous josiah are the accounts of their contrasting reigns anything more than the ideological creations of pious writers and editors
does this juxtaposition of a good king and a bad king provide good historical information or only theological wishful thinking in this
volume the on going discussions in the european seminar on methodology in israel s history have tackled the history of judah in the
seventh century bce with a focus on the reign of josiah some essays survey the history and archaeology of judah from sennacherib to
nebuchadnezzar several examine the reign of manasseh and address the question of whether it is ripe for re evaluation others ask what
we know of the reign of josiah and especially what form his famous cult reform took or even whether it was historical as always the
editor gives an introduction to the topic with summaries of the contributions plus a concluding summary of and personal perspective on
the discussion contributors include such internationally known scholars as rainer albertz philip davies axel knauf nadav na aman marvin
sweeney and christoph uehlinger jsots 393

The Archaeology of Israelite Samaria. Volume 2: The Eighth Century BCE
2018-08-14

in this study tappy completes the study of the iron age strata at samaria that began with the first volume of this work tappy s goal is to
provide a thorough going analysis of prior archaeologists work at this important north israelite site

The Hebrew Scripts
2023-07-03

from 1200 bce to 900 ce the world witnessed the rise of powerful new states and empires as well as networks of cross cultural exchange
and conquest considering the formation and expansion of these large scale entities this fourth volume of the cambridge world history
series outlines key economic political social cultural and intellectual developments that occurred across the globe in this period leading
scholars examine critical transformations in science and technology economic systems attitudes towards gender and family social
hierarchies education art and slavery the second part of the volume focuses on broader processes of change within western and central
eurasia the mediterranean south asia africa east asia europe the americas and oceania as well as offering regional studies highlighting
specific topics from trade along the silk roads and across the sahara to chaco culture in the us southwest to confucianism and the state
in east asia



The Cambridge World History: Volume 4, A World with States, Empires and
Networks 1200 BCE–900 CE
2015-04-16

telamonian ajax provides a complete overview of the development of telamonian ajax s myth in archaic and classical greece it is a
systematic study of the representations of the hero in all kinds of media such as literature art or cultic practice establishing how and
why the constitutive elements of ajax s myth evolved by examining the way the literary works and visual representations in which he
features were influenced by the historical socio cultural and performative contexts of their receptions bocksberger s study focuses on
three main loci of reception the panhellenic figure of ajax through a study of early greek hexameter poetry and archaic art archaic and
classical aegina and archaic and classical athens by following in the footsteps of ajax this study offers a journey across the archaic and
classical history of the saronic gulf and exemplifies the manner in which the respective priorities of art cult and politics could be
negotiated through the re configuration of a mythological figure this book establishes the outline of telamonian ajax s pre homeric gesta
in order to understand how it was received in early greek hexameter poetry especially in the iliad moreover it investigates the important
political role the hero had in the context of atheno aeginetan rivalry in the sixth and fifth centuries bce in order to show the profound
impact the historical context had on the shaping of his myth

Telamonian Ajax
2022-01-06

a close look at phoenician religion the hebrew bible contains a prohibition against divine images exod 20 2 5a explanations for this
command are legion usually focusing on the unique status of israel s deity within the context of the broader near eastern and
mediterranean worlds doak explores whether or not israel was truly alone in its severe stance against idols this book focuses on one
particular aspect of this iconographic context in israel s iron age world that of the phoenicians the question of whether phoenicians
employed aniconic as opposed to iconic representational techniques has significance not only for the many poorly understood aspects
of phoenician religion generally but also for the question of whether aniconism can be considered a broader trend among the semitic
populations of the ancient near east features more than fifty images and illustrations examination of textual and archaeological
evidence application of art historical methods

Phoenician Aniconism in Its Mediterranean and Ancient Near Eastern Contexts
2015-11-05



during the past decade the period from the 7th century b c e and later has been a major focus because it is thought to be the era when
much of the hebrew bible old testament was formed as a result there has also been much interest in the historical developments of that
time and specifically in the status of judah and its neighbors three conferences dealing roughly with a century each were organized and
the first conference was held in tel aviv in 2001 the proceedings of that conference were published as judah and the judeans in the neo
babylonian period the second volume was published in early 2006 a report on the conference held in heidelberg in july 2003 judah and
the judeans in the persian period judah and the judeans in the fourth century b c e is the publication of the proceedings of the third
conference which was held in muenster germany in august 2005 the essays in it focus on the century during which the persian empire
fell to alexander the great and the hellenistic kingdoms came to the fore participants whose contributions are published here are r
achenbach r albertz b becking e ben zvi j blenkinsopp e eshel h eshel l l grabbe a kloner g n knoppers i kottsieper a lemaire o lipschits y
magen k schmid i stern o tal d vanderhooft j wiesehöfer j l wright and j w wright

Judah and the Judeans in the Fourth Century B.C.E.
2007-01-01

in rhetoric in ancient china fifth to third century b c e xing lu examines language art persuasion and argumentation in ancient china and
offers a detailed and authentic account of ancient chinese rhetorical theories and practices in the society s philosophical political
cultural and linguistic contexts she focuses on the works of ten well known chinese thinkers from confucius to han feizi as well as on the
later mohists a group that represents five schools of thought mingjia confucianism daoism mohism and legalism lu identifies seven key
chinese terms pertaining to speech language persuasion and argumentation as they appeared in these original texts selecting ming
bian as the linchpin for the chinese conceptual term of rhetorical studies

Rhetoric in Ancient China, Fifth to Third Century, B.C.E.
1998

a companion to greek architecture provides an expansive overview of the topic including design engineering and construction as well as
theory reception and lasting impact covers both sacred and secular structures and complexes with particular attention to architectural
decoration such as sculpture interior design floor mosaics and wall painting makes use of new research from computer driven
technologies the study of inscriptions and archaeological evidence and recently excavated buildings brings together original scholarship
from an esteemed group of archaeologists and art historians presents the most up to date english language coverage of greek
architecture in several decades while also sketching out important areas and structures in need of further research



A Companion to Greek Architecture
2016-06-13

a history of argos to 500 b c was first published in 1977 minnesota archive editions uses digital technology to make long unavailable
books once again accessible and are published unaltered from the original university of minnesota press editions specialists in ancient
history will find some long held beliefs challenged by this study professor kelly reconstructs and discusses the history of the ancient
greek city of argos which was located in the northeastern peloponnese from the bronze age through the archaic period he relies
primarily on the archeological evidence and considers the literary evidence in the context of the physical remains in determining the
broad pattern of historical development his findings and conclusions frequently contradict previous conceptions about the city and its
role in history the study shows that argos existed in the shadow of mycenae in the bronze age but that throughout the dark age it was
one of the most progressive centers in greece though not a wealthy or powerful community its contacts with other areas were limited
and it had no influence beyond its own village and fields by the end of the dark age the city was growing and extending its influence
throughout the argive plain but its external contacts remained limited contrary to theories of earlier historians professor kelly finds that
argive foreign policy was not dominated by a rivalry with sparta and reports that the two states fought on numerous occasions the
battle of hysiae included are erroneous the present study also indicates that the tyrant pheidon of argos fits more logically into the early
decades of the sixth century b c e rather than the seventh century as had been thought the fragmentary nature of the evidence does
not make possible an assessment of the long range impact of pheidon s policies on the history of argos but it is clear that his reign was
followed by important political changes in the city

A History of Argos to 500 B. C
1977-01-21

a companion to ancient egyptian art presents a comprehensive collection of original essays exploring key concepts critical discourses
and theories that shape the discipline of ancient egyptian art winner of the 2016 prose award for single volume reference in the
humanities social sciences features contributions from top scholars in their respective fields of expertise relating to ancient egyptian art
provides overviews of past and present scholarship and suggests new avenues to stimulate debate and allow for critical readings of
individual art works explores themes and topics such as methodological approaches transmission of egyptian art and its connections
with other cultures ancient reception technology and interpretation provides a comprehensive synthesis on a discipline that has
diversified to the extent that it now incorporates subjects ranging from gender theory to x ray fluorescence and image based
interpretations systems



A Companion to Ancient Egyptian Art
2014-11-17

over the first eight centuries ce the religious cultures of middle eastern mediterranean and many european lands transformed worship
of the gods largely gave way to the worship of yhwh the god of israel under christianity and islam both developments of contemporary
judaism after rome destroyed judaism s central shrine the jerusalem temple in 70 ce but concomitant changes occurred within
contemporary judaism the events of 70 wiped away well established judaic institutions in the land of israel and over time the authority
of a cadre of new masters of judaic law life and practice the rabbis took hold what was the core professional like profile of members of
this emerging cadre in the late second and early third centuries when this group first attained a level of stable institutionalization even if
not yet well established authority what views did they promote about the authoritative basis of their profile what in their surrounding
and antecedent sociocultural contexts lent prima facie legitimacy and currency to that profile geared to a nonspecialist readership what
were the early rabbis addresses these questions and consequently sheds light on eventual shifts in power that came to underpin judaic
communal life while christianity and islam judaized non jews under their expansive hegemonies

What Were the Early Rabbis?
2023-06-05

this book investigates the long term continuity of large scale states and empires and its effect on the near east s social fabric including
the fundamental changes that occurred to major social institutions its geographical coverage spans from east to west modern day libya
and egypt to central asia and from north to south anatolia to southern arabia incorporating modern day oman and yemen its temporal
coverage spans from the late eighth century bce to the seventh century ce during the rise of islam and collapse of the sasanian empire
the authors argue that the persistence of large states and empires starting in the eighth seventh centuries bce which continued for
many centuries led to new socio political structures and institutions emerging in the near east the primary processes that enabled this
emergence were large scale and long distance movements or population migrations these patterns of social developments are analysed
under different aspects settlement patterns urban structure material culture trade governance language spread and religion all pointing
at movement as the main catalyst for social change this book s argument is framed within a larger theoretical framework termed as
universalism a theory that explains many of the social transformations that happened to societies in the near east starting from the neo
assyrian period and continuing for centuries among other influences the effects of these transformations are today manifested in
modern languages concepts of government universal religions and monetized and globalized economies



Revolutionizing a World
2018-02-26

formerly known by its subtitle internationale zeitschriftenschau für bibelwissenschaft und grenzgebiete the international review of
biblical studies has served the scholarly community ever since its inception in the early 1950 s each annual volume includes
approximately 2 000 abstracts and summaries of articles and books that deal with the bible and related literature including the dead
sea scrolls pseudepigrapha non canonical gospels and ancient near eastern writings the abstracts which may be in english german or
french are arranged thematically under headings such as e g genesis matthew greek language text and textual criticism exegetical
methods and approaches biblical theology social and religious institutions biblical personalities history of israel and early judaism and so
on the articles and books that are abstracted and reviewed are collected annually by an international team of collaborators from over
300 of the most important periodicals and book series in the fields covered

International Review of Biblical Studies, Volume 50 (2003-2004)
2005-04-01

this title provides comprehensive overviews on archaeological philological linguistic and historical issues at the forefront of anatolian
scholarship in the 21st century

The Oxford Handbook of Ancient Anatolia
2011-09-15

epic in scope yet filled with detail this illustrated guide takes readers through the whole of our human past spanning the dawn of human
civilization through the present it provides a tour of every site of key archaeological importance from the prehistoric cave paintings of
lascaux to tutankhamun s tomb from the buried city of pompeii to china s terracotta army all of the world s most iconic sites and
discoveries are here so too are the lesser known yet equally important finds such as the recent discoveries of our oldest known human
ancestors and of the world s oldest known temple göbekli tepe in turkey a masterful combination of succinct analysis and driving
narrative this book also addresses the questions that inevitably arise as we gradually learn more about the history of our species written
by an international team of archaeological experts and richly illustrated throughout archaeology the essential guide to our human past
offers an unparalleled insight into the origins of humankind



Archaeology
2017-11-07

this a to z reference offers in depth information on the history and mythologies of the forty eight classical constellations with excerpts
from ancient texts the nightly appearance of the stars their arrangement in the sky their regular risings and settings through the course
of the year have been a source of endless wonder and speculation but where did the constellations come from and what are the myths
associated with them star myths of the greeks and romans puts the answers at your fingertips included in this handbook are the only
surviving works on the constellation myths that have come down to us from antiquity an epitome of the constellations of eratosthenes
never before translated into english and the poetic astronomy of hyginus also provided are accurate and detailed commentaries on
each constellation myth and complete references for those who wish to dig deeper this book is a comprehensive sourcework for anyone
interested in astronomy or mythology and an ideal resource for the occasional stargazer

Star Myths of the Greeks and Romans
1997-01-01

earth s magnetic field has protected our planet for billions of years and provides key insights into the internal workings of our home
planet the geomagnetic field varies in distinctive fashions across a broad spectrum of timescales from milliseconds to millions of years
to understand these variations earth scientists utilize a diverse arsenal of tools from hi tech satellites such as the swarm array to
archeological pottery and geological materials through to advanced numerical simulations that harness the power of supercomputers
armed with these tools we tackle problems related to the ancient magnetic field how the geodynamo works and what this means for
modern life despite being studied for more than 400 years there are many unanswered questions about the geomagnetic field this
research topic on the evolving geomagnetic field brings together these varied approaches to present our latest understanding of the
workings of the geodynamo and the geomagnetic field across all timescales

The Evolving Geomagnetic Field
2019-06-21

ancient gordion has long been recognized as a key iron age site for anatolia and the eastern mediterranean archaeological research has
revealed much about its sequence of occupation however as yet no study has explored the underlying drivers of political and economic
change at this site this volume presents an overview of the political and economic histories supporting emergent elites and how they
constructed power at gordion during the iron age 1200 300 bce based on geochemical and typological analysis of nearly 2000 late



bronze age to hellenistic ceramic samples the volume contextualizes this primary dataset through the lens of ceramic production
consumption exchange and emulation synthesizing site data sets the volume more broadly contributes to our understanding of the
pivotal role of groups and their economic social and ritual practices in the creation of complex societies

Ancient Gordion
2022-09-08

this monograph explores the transformation of berytus and the bekaa after the roman colonial foundation in 15 bce challenging the
traditional perspective of bronze age roots for the sanctuary at baalbek heliopolis and its deities

Baalbek-Heliopolis, the Bekaa, and Berytus from 100 BCE to 400 CE
2019-07-01

follows the progress of the greeks from the early establishment of farming communities around 6500 bce to the rise of the great city
states of sparta and athens and on to the dissolution of the empire of alexander the great following his death in 323 bc

Ancient Greece
2009-01-15

this book examines migration and colonialism in the ancient near east in the late second millennium bce with a focus on the levant it
explores how the area was shaped by these movements of people especially in forming the new iron age societies the book utilises
recent sociological studies on group identity violence migration colonialism and settler colonialism in its reconstruction of related social
and political changes prime examples of migrations that are addressed include those involving the sea peoples and philistines ancient
israelites and ancient arameans the final chapter sets the developments in the ancient near east in the context of recent world history
from a typological perspective and in terms of the legacy of the ancient world for judaism and christianity altogether the book
contributes towards an enhanced understanding of migration colonialism and violence in human history in addition to academics this
book will be of particular interest to students of this period in the ancient near east as well anyone working on migration and colonialism
in the ancient world the book is also suitable to the general public interested in world history



Migration and Colonialism in Late Second Millennium BCE Levant and Its
Environs
2019-10-01

this book presents cutting edge archaeological materials from xinjiang from the bronze age to the early iron age through a systematic
topological study of major archaeological cemeteries and sites it establishes chronologies and cultural sequences for three main regions
in xinjiang namely the circum eastern tianshan region the circum dzungarian basin region and the circum tarim basin region it also
discusses the origins and local variants of prehistoric archaeological cultures in these regions and the mutual relationships between
them and neighboring cultures by doing so the book offers a panoramic view of the socio cultural changes that took place in prehistoric
xinjiang from pastoral agricultural societies to the mobile nomadic pastoralist states in the steppe regions and the agricultural states of
the oasis making it a must read for researchers and general readers who are interested in the archaeology of xinjiang

Archaeological Research on the Societies of Late Prehistoric Xinjiang, Vol 2
2022-11-23

this book provides the first comprehensive history of afro eurasia during the first millennium bce and the beginning of the first
millennium ce the history of these 1300 plus years can be summed up in one word connectivity the growth in connectivity during this
period was marked by increasing political economic and cultural interaction throughout the region and the replacement of the
numerous political and cultural entities by a handful of great empires at the end of the period in the process local cultural traditions
were replaced by great traditions rooted in lingua francas and spread by formalized educational systems this process began with the
collapse of the bronze age empires in the east and west widespread population movements and almost chronic warfare throughout afro
eurasia while the cavalry revolution transformed the nomads of the central asian steppes into founders of tribal confederations
assembled by charismatic leaders and covering huge territories at the same time new artistic and intellectual movements appeared
including the teachings of socrates confucius the buddha and laozi increased literacy also allowed people from a wide range of social
classes such as the greek soldier xenophon the indian buddhist emperor ashoka the roman emperor marcus aurelius and elite women
such as the poetess sappho the christian martyr perpetua and the scholar ban zhao to create literary works when the period ended in
300 ce conditions had changed dramatically temperate afro eurasia from the atlantic to the pacific was dominated by a handful of
empires rome sassanid persia and jin empire that ruled more than half the world s population while an extensive network of trade
routes bound them to southeast and central asia and sub saharan africa and made possible the spread of new book based religions
including christianity manichaeism zoroastrianism and buddhism thereby setting the stage for the next millennium of afro eurasian
history



The World from 1000 BCE to 300 CE
2017-04-03

the world s most comprehensive well documented and well illustrated book on this subject with extensive subject and geographic index
100 photographs and illustrations mostly color free of charge in digital pdf format

History of Edamame, Vegetable Soybeans, and Vegetable-Type Soybeans (1000
BCE to 2021)
2021-11-04

this volume is a tribute to b oded s career and it points to the span of his research it s thirty contributions deal with a wide range of
topics focusing on the assyrian empire as well as on the hebrew bible

Homeland and Exile
2009-10-23

the etruscans can be shown to have made significant and in some cases perhaps the first technical advances in the central and
northern mediterranean to the etruscan people we can attribute such developments as the tie beam truss in large wooden structures
surveying and engineering drainage and water tunnels the development of the foresail for fast long distance sailing vessels fine
techniques of metal production and other pyrotechnology post mortem c sections in medicine and more in art many technical and
iconographic developments although they certainly happened first in greece or the near east are first seen in extant etruscan works
preserved in the lavish tombs and goods of etruscan aristocrats these include early portraiture the first full length painted portrait the
first perspective view of a human figure in monumental art specialized techniques of bronze casting and reduction fired pottery the
bucchero phenomenon etruscan contacts through trade treaty and intermarriage linked their culture with sardinia corsica and sicily with
the italic tribes of the peninsula and with the near eastern kingdoms greece and the greek colonial world iberia gaul and the punic
network of north africa and influenced the cultures of northern europe in the past fifteen years striking advances have been made in
scholarship and research techniques for etruscan studies archaeological and scientific discoveries have changed our picture of the
etruscans and furnished us with new specialized information thanks to the work of dozens of international scholars it is now possible to
discuss topics of interest that could never before be researched such as etruscan mining and metallurgy textile production foods and
agriculture in this volume over 60 experts provide insights into all these aspects of etruscan culture and more with many contributions



available in english for the first time to allow the reader access to research that may not otherwise be available to them lavishly
illustrated the etruscan world brings to life the culture and material past of the etruscans and highlights key points of development in
research making it essential reading for researchers academics and students of this fascinating civilization

The Etruscan World
2014-11-13

this volume brings together leading scholars of etruria to provide up to date findings from the key archaeological site of kainua located
in what is now the italian town of marzabotto kainua is the only etruscan site whose complete urban layout has been preserved making
it possible to trace houses roads drainage systems cemeteries craft workshops and an acropolis under excavation since the 1850s
kainua offers a trove of insights into etruscan culture and society the volume s editor elisabetta govi and her fellow experts examine the
material evidence underlying our understanding of the history economy religion and social structures of kainua including trade routes
that linked the city with the wider mediterranean particularly exciting are recent discoveries of sanctuaries dedicated to tinia and uni
analogous to the greek zeus and hera which provide new information about etruscan cults kainua marzabotto also draws on the latest
research to reconstruct the city s foundation rites a sacred charter and urban plan finally the authors explore the site s archaeological
history discussing new knowledge made possible since the introduction of modern techniques of remote sensing and 3d modeling

Kainua (Marzabotto)
2023-05-16

thanks to these generous donors for making the publication of the books in this series possible lloyd e cotsen the maurice amado
foundation national endowment for the humanities and the national foundation for jewish culture tales from arab lands presents tales
from north africa yemen lebanon syria and iraq in the latest volume of the most important collection of jewish folktales ever published
this is the third book in the multi volume series in the tradition of louis ginzberg s timeless classic legends of the jews the tales here and
the others in this series have been selected from the israel folktale archives ifa named in honor of dov noy at the university of haifa a
treasure house of jewish lore that has remained largely unavailable to the entire world until now since the creation of the state of israel
the ifa has collected more than 20 000 tales from newly arrived immigrants long lost stories shared by their families from around the
world the tales come from the major ethno linguistic communities of the jewish world and are representative of a wide variety of
subjects and motifs especially rich in jewish content and context each of the tales is accompanied by in depth commentary that explains
the tale s cultural historical and literary background and its similarity to other tales in the ifa collection and extensive scholarly notes
there is also an introduction that describes the culture and its folk narrative tradition a world map of the areas covered illustrations
biographies of the collectors and narrators tale type and motif indexes a subject index and a comprehensive bibliography until the



establishment of the ifa we had had only limited access to the wide range of jewish folk narratives even in israel the gathering place of
the most wide ranging cross section of world jewry these folktales have remained largely unknown many of the communities no longer
exist as cohesive societies in their representative lands the holocaust migration and changes in living styles have made the continuation
of these tales impossible this series is a monument to a rich but vanishing oral tradition this series is a monument to a rich but
vanishing oral tradition

Folktales of the Jews, V. 3 (Tales from Arab Lands)
2011-05-01

this is a collection of essays by leading scholars examining the period of transition between persian and greek rule of judah ca 400 200
bce judah between east and west is a collection of essays by leading scholars in the field presenting the main findings of a recent
conference of british and israeli scholars at held at tel aviv university the contributions focus on the period of transition between persian
and greek rule of judah ca 400 200 bce though some of the essays are extended outside these time limits the volume aims to explore
this period in all its complexity as far as the limitations of a single publication allows subjects covered include the archaeology of
maresha marisa jewish identity hellenization hellenism ptolemaic administration in judah biblical and jewish literature of the early greek
period the size and status of jerusalem the samaritans in the transition period and greek foundations in palestine the library of second
temple studies is a premier book series that offers cutting edge work for a readership of scholars teachers postgraduate students and
advanced undergraduates in the field of second temple studies all the many and diverse aspects of second temple study are
represented and promoted including innovative work from historical perspectives studies using social scientific and literary theory and
developing theological cultural and contextual approaches

Judah Between East and West
2011-05-26

pangu a god asleep inside a giant black egg for 18 000 years wakes up to create the world liu bang the founder of a chinese dynasty
begins his life as a peasant sun tzu a fearless war strategist writes one of the most popular books of all time these are just a few of the
captivating figures you ll meet in the ancient chinese world terry kleeman and tracy barrett use a rich variety of intriguing primary
sources turtle shells clay pots an ancient wall folk songs poetry and more to construct a lively history of the politicians farmers warriors
and philosophers who created and shaped the ancient chinese world they also show us the fascinating process of constructing the
historical jigsaw puzzle archaeologists discover a 400 000 year old skull near modern day beijing and determine that it is one of our
earliest human ancestors a scholar who is prescribed dragon bones to cure an illness realizes that the bones which are actually turtle
shells contain ancient chinese writing used to send messages to the gods the fantastic discovery of lady hao s tomb reveals that in



ancient china a powerful woman led soldiers into battle the letters exchanged by two military leaders show not only how the chinese
invented the sword but also how they used the kite as a military weapon using these ancient artifacts and writings kleeman and barrett
weave the dramatic story of rulers writers soldiers and citizens who made up the fascinating and unique world of ancient china

The Ancient Chinese World
2005-03-24

in recent years an interest in empire s has emerged in assyriology old testament hebrew bible studies and in other areas of the study of
the ancient world collaborative research projects are devoted to questions of empire and imperialism and the prophets of israel and
judah and the books named after them are explored as agents in the contexts of the empires of their times to some degree all of this
may be seen as a revival of the intense interest which the works of oswald spengler arnold toynbee and karl wittfogel generated in the
twentieth century in historical situations very different from our own age but then we too live in an age of transition characterized by
insecurity and a lack of orientation and are driven to study the rise and fall of empires through the ages the present volume containing
essays which are the fruits of the fifth meeting of the aberdeen prophecy network at the lichtenberg kolleg of the university of göttingen
in october 2015 provides a distinctive perspective on prophecy in the context of empire it is inspired by the fact that the book of isaiah
enables us to follow the vagaries of a particular prophetic tradition through five centuries under three different empires the essays in
the present volume focus on the history of composition of the constituent parts of the book of isaiah as well as their correlations with
the political and cultural histories of the empires under which they were produced the volume thus navigates some of the key points of
the history of isaiah and the book named after him

Imperial Visions
2020-11-16

waging war conflict culture and innovation in world history provides a wide ranging examination of war in human history from the
beginning of the species until the current rise of the so called islamic state although it covers many societies throughout time the book
does not attempt to tell all stories from all places nor does it try to narrate important conflicts instead author wayne e lee describes the
emergence of military innovations and systems examining how they were created and then how they moved or affected other societies
these innovations are central to most historical narratives including the development of social complexity the rise of the state the role of
the steppe horseman the spread of gunpowder the rise of the west the bureaucratization of military institutions the industrial revolution
and the rise of firepower strategic bombing and nuclear weapons and the creation of people s war



Waging War
2016

tracks the progress from the legendary founding of rome by romulus in 753 bce to the heights of the roman empire around 117 ce and
on to the death of theodosius the last man to rule over a unified roman empire in 395 ce

Ancient Rome
2010-08-01

an expansive history of jerusalem as a cultural crossroads and a fresh look at the urban development of one of the world s most
mythologized cities jerusalem is often seen as an eternal battlefield in the clash of civilizations and in endless inevitable wars of religion
but if we abandon this limiting image when reviewing the entirety of its concrete urban history from its beginnings to today we discover
a global city at the world s crossroads jerusalem is the common cradle of judaism christianity and islam whose long and intertwined
pasts include as much exchange and reciprocal influence as conflict and confrontation this synthetic account is the first to make
available to the general public jerusalem s whole history informed by the latest archaeological finds unexplored archives and ongoing
research and offering a completely renewed understanding of the city s past and geography this book is an indispensable guide to
understanding why the world converges on jerusalem

Jerusalem
2022-03-15

this volume focuses on the religious shrine in western india as an institution of cultural integration in the period spanning 200 bce to
800 ce it presents an analysis of religious architecture at multiple levels both temporal and spatial and distinguishes it as a ritual
instrument that integrates individuals and communities into a cultural fabric the work shows how these structures emphasise on
communication with a host of audiences such as the lay worshipper the ritual specialist the royalty and the elite as well as the artisan
and the sculptor it also examines religious imagery inscriptions traditional lore and sanskrit literature the book will be of special interest
to researchers and scholars of ancient indian history hinduism religious studies architecture and south asian studies



The Archaeology of Sacred Spaces
2016-08-05

the world s most comprehensive well documented and well illustrated book on this subject with extensive index 351 color photos or
illustrations free of charge in digital format on google books

Early History of Soybeans and Soyfoods Worldwide (1024 BCE to 1899):
2014-11-04

this sourcebook provides an expansive picture of medicine health and healing in ancient greece and rome covering a wide array of
fascinating topics such as ancient diagnostic practices using the pulse and urine gynecological theories of women s illness treatments
involving drugs and surgery the training and work of physicians the experiences of patients and various sites where healing took place
this volume will engage readers interested in the rich history of health and healthcare the volume brings together textual sources many
hard to access and some translated into english for the first time as well as artistic material and scientific evidence including medical
treatises case studies artistic works material artifacts archaeological evidence biomedical remains funerary monuments miracle
narratives spells and magical recipes with substantial explanation of these varied materials through background chapters introductions
to the thematic chapters a timeline and a glossary the volume is accessible to a broad audience readers will come away with a nuanced
understanding of the illnesses people in ancient greece and rome experienced the range of healers from whom they sought help and
the various practices they employed to be healthy

Medicine, Health, and Healing in the Ancient Mediterranean (500 BCE–600 CE)
2023-06-27
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